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Discharge of Weddell Sea ice into
the belt of mid-latitude westerlies

WERNER SCHWERDTFEGER

Table 1. Winds at Matlenzo Station: Annual total and
relative frequency of four wind classes, for three speed

thresholds, March 1968 to February 1969 (total number of
all 3-hour observations: 2,920; number of calms: 992)

Wind speed:	 >5 >10 >15m/sec

Total number of observations	1450 827	488
Department of Meteorology	 S-W, cold, barrier winds (%)	78	79	77

University of Wisconsin	 W-NNW, warm, foehn-affected (%)	14	20	22
Madison, Wisconsin 53706	 N-ENE (%)	 6.5	1	1

E-SSE (%)	 1.5	0.1	0

It is well known that the surface air and water tem-
peratures of the southern South Atlantic and south-
western Indian Oceans, between longitude 50°W and
100°E, are several degrees lower than those at the same
latitudes of the remainder of the Southern Ocean (see
figure 1). This anomaly had no satisfactory explanation
so long as meteorological information for the main
source region of cold water and air did not exist and
satellites had not yet mapped the varying extent of the
antarctic ice cover.

Decisive meteorological evidence became available in
the years after 1962, when the Argentine station Ma-
tienzo (longitude 60°W) was installed in the northern
part of the Larsen Ice Shelf, east of the Antarctic Pen-
insula. This station provided monthly surface tempera-
ture and wind data consistent with results of Norden-
skjöld's antarctic expedition of 1902-03. Statistical
analysis improved the understanding of the strong, cold
barrier winds from the south and southwest along the
west coast of the Weddell Sea. These winds occur when
stable air over the central and southern Weddell Sea
moves westward and finds its progress blocked by the
Antarctic Peninsula's mountain wall. The theory of this
phenomenon has been developed by Schwerdtfeger
(1975). G. C. Simpson (1919) had described earlier an
analogous effect of the mountains west of the Ross Ice
Shelf.

New support for this theory has now been provided
by detailed analyses of 3-hour synoptic observations
from five Argentine stations, including the key station
Matienzo, and five British stations, for the twelve months
from March 1968 to February 1969. Also used in these
analyses have been copies of the unpublished daily ob-
servations of the Ronne antarctic expedition which, dur-
ing October and November of 1947, maintained three
stations between latitude 68° and 69°S: Cape Keeler Sta-
tion on the east side of the Antarctic Peninsula, Plateau
Station near its crest at 1,768 meters above sea level,
and Stonington Island Station on the west side.

These analyses, described in a recent research report
(Schwerdtfeger and Amaturo, 1979), led to three main
conclusions. First, along the east side of the Antarctic
Peninsula and the adjacent part of the Weddell Sea, 99
percent of all winds above 10 meters per second are of
only two types—cold, barrier winds from the southwest
sector (79 percent), and warm, foehn-affected winds
from the west sector (20 percent) (see table). The im-
portance of these winds for the drift of sea ice and sur-
face waters is evident. The interaction of these two wind
types (see figure 2) also helps to loosen the ice cover
adjacent to the coast or ice shelves.

Second, these prevailing wind and resulting current
conditions over the westernmost part of the Weddell Sea
create a kind of conveyor belt for the transport of ice
and cold water northward between latitude 75° and 67°S
and then northeastward. Significantly, this transport is
forced along the Antarctic Peninsula to the relatively low
latitude of 63.3°S and so must extend into the circum-
polar eastward flow of air and waters.

The third conclusion is that such a guided discharge
of ice into the belt of the mid-latitude westerlies cannot
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Figure 1. Zonal profile of the mean annual air temperature
near sea level, along the parallels 50 0S and 600S. (Data from

Taljaard at al, 1969.)
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Figure 2. A typical sequence of wind and temperature conditions in the area of the Antarctic Peninsula near latitude 65 0S, 18-
22 July 1968. Key: Heavy line = temperature at Matlenzo Station, east of the mountains; thin solid line = temperature at
Argentine Island Station, west of the mountains; thin dotted line = sea level pressure difference between the two stations; on
center line = wind and temperature about 1,300 meters above Argentine Island Station (surface winds light and variable); in
lower section = surface winds and cloudiness at Matienzo Station (each full barb of wind arrows = 10 knots; double circle =

calm); cloud symbols = altostratus at beginning and end of period, with altocumulus during the foehn storm.

be found in any other sector of Antarctica. In particular,
it is useful to emphasize the contrast with the other great
embayment of the antarctic periphery. In the north-
western Ross Sea, the spurs of the Transantarctic Moun-
tains that block a westward flow extend only to Cape
Adare at 71.3'S—that is, south of the circumpolar low-
pressure trough and thus in the regime of the prevailing
easterly winds. Thus, the chances for ice to drift into the
Southern Ocean are strikingly better in the Weddell Sea
than in the Ross Sea area. The neat line of giant icebergs
traveling eastnortheastward from the northwest corner
of the Weddell Sea to and beyond South Georgia Island,
which can often be seen in satellite pictures and the
weekly ice maps of recent years, has no counterpart
north of the Ross Sea.
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